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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Always great to be back – thank you Joe for this wonderful invitation and its even more special to know that this week we as a nation are celebrating Engineer’s Week. Middle Georgia and Robins has a special place in Cathy’s and my heart and its because of all of the wonderful people we encountered here and still stay in touch with. Its also especially gratifying to me – this week in celebration of our nation’s engineers to recall some of the folks during our time here that have made and are still making great contributions to our nation’s defense through engineering. Some of the names that come to mind are: At the 78th CEG - Bob Farrell, Nancy Manley, Gary Schneider and from the Corps the late Rick PowersCol Doug Swift, Col John Schuliger, Col Tanya Anderson, Col Brian Stumpe,  Lt Col Dennis Jasinski, Lt Col Mike Coats, Lt Col Kevin Davidson, Chief Joe Green, Scott Hastings and so many others At the 78th ABW – Col Sarah Christ – have never met Sarah but very proud of her accomplishments as an engineer as well – follows in the footsteps of Major General  Theresa Carter (TC and I go back along way as do Tim and me.  At AFRC – my predecessor Col Donny Meister, and deputy Hilton Culpepper, your leaders today Col Jim Hickman and Bob Staib, going back a few years or more - BG Roy Augustin, Col John Eunice, Col Andy Scrafford, Col Wayne Lemoi, Chief Clyde Wilkins, Bob Staib, Col Judah Bradley, Scott Wall, Bob Akridge, Joe Ballard, Bret Donegan, Bo Newhouse, Ray Knapek, Mike Klug, Jim Mcelroy, Shawn Politino, Toni Thorne,  Elizabeth Williford, Ken Werner, and so many others……… (My apologies for missing some of you present – there are just so many that have serve and have served here). 
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Presentation Notes
A couple of acknowledgements to make:  First  - to our C4ISR Delivery team – led by Kristine Hargreaves – much of what I am sharing is her great work and that of her delivery team which I have been privleged to be part of. Second  - to our client driving so much of this advanced facility design work – the 480th ISR Wing and the CE Unit  there led by retired Colonel Tim Gaffney C4ISR – command control communications computer intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance Choose the topic for a couple reasonsIt’s a significant aspect in the current and future operations of the Air Force – the total force in fact and its growing It requires specialized experience – not available through academia – operational learning I think we still do PDHs and this topic has qualified for a CEU as well so perhaps we can help you with your registration renewals as well. 



Agenda
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C4ISR Mission Uniqueness 

C4ISR – Site planning Considerations and 
Principles – Distributed Common Ground System

C4ISR – Facility Design Drivers 

C4ISR – Human Factors Engineering 



What Makes the C4ISR work so unique? 
Forward leaning Innovation 

• They are technology driven
• Constant push to stay ahead of 

technology: AI – IA – VR –
holograms – big data

• Hardware and software are 
changing how we fight. 

• Facilities as an extension of their 
weapons system.

• Fast paced – team play Designers 
need to be like the OEMs and bring 
new ideas ahead of the needs

• Innovations from other industry 
sectors. 

Its all about the operators and their 
work space

“The single largest enabler of DCGS
productivity is the cadre of Airmen 
who work 24 hrs, 7 days a week in 
support of the war efforts and the 
greater IC. 
Recognizing this fact, the 480th 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance (ISR) Wing (Langley 
AFB, VA) in the last several years has 
initiated large scale efforts to re-
envision how the Airmen of the DCGS
perform their daily work.”

Excerpted from report prepared by USAF 711 
Human Performance Wing
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What is Unique for C4ISR Interiors? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just some of the uniqueness in these operations  - intensity and always on Visual reliefHigh level security Extreme connectivity Stressful on the fly interpretation and analysis Task focus and then shifting to immediate collaboration Collaborate Virtually Leave it at the desk Next operator up – always on 24/7Lighting Ergonomics Acoustics Life safetyFire risk and fire suppression Electro-magnetic shielding SCI fusion and work spaces  



Planning - Evolution at the 9th Wing Beale AFB
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Evolution at the 9th Wing Beale AFB
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Evolution at the 9th Wing Beale AFB
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Evolution at the 9th Wing Beale AFB
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Evolution at the 9th Wing Beale AFB
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Planning Principles to Consider 

• Operates best as a campus 
• Plan for significant expansion
• Highly reliable supporting infrastructure 
• Triple redundant uninterrupted power
• Fire and Life Safety Standards
• Isolate the vehicles 
• Plan for visual and physical relief 
• Footprint internal to the installation core
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C4ISR Key Facility Design Principles for the 
next generation of ISR Investments

Striking the right 
balance in the 
competing 
requirements is the 
key to success or 
failure
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Functional, 
Human-
Centric
Design

Energy
Assurance

Planning to 
Future-Proof

Maximum mission 
effectiveness 
happens where key 
design principles 
converge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting with these three principles for success. Well designed ISR facilities provide functional, human-centric design that can evolve as missions and technologies evolve, and provide security and energy assurance. 



Next generation ISR facilities feature:

• Space, power, and cooling systems designed to 
support the mission
– Functional: operations, operations support, analyst 

support, command and control
– Reliable, survivable, and adequate capacity 

infrastructure
• Human-centric design enables and supports 

analysts
• “Future-proof”: State-of-art system

– Flexible/Adaptable/Reconfigurable
– Expandable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Space, power, and cooling are the key systems most people think of when asked about requirements for an ISR facility, similar to a data center or any other technology-intensive facility.All of these elements must be integrated through a systems design approach to effectively support personnel delivering ISR mission sets. Due to the constraints of an existing facility as opposed to a new MILCON project, this can be more challenging, but a holistic assessment and development of design concepts is still important.Power and cooling systems, as well as communications infrastructure, are essential to these facilities



Functions and Spaces

• Operations
• Operations support 
• Command and control 
• Analyst wellness and support
• Building systems (could be 15-20%+ of gross 

area)
• Other assigned functions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Functional requirements may differ for each mission, but generally they can be categorized as listed here.



Spaces & Functionality
• Operations
• Operations support 
• Command and control 
• Analyst wellness and support
• Building systems 
• Other assigned functions

Operations floors 
Server rooms
Briefing
Mission planning
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Spaces & Functionality
• Operations
• Operations support 
• Command and control 
• Analyst wellness and support
• Building systems 
• Other assigned functions

• Operations 
Manager(s)

• Training and 
simulators

• Audio-visual 
equipment

• Systems set-up & 
support

• Maintenance 
Support
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Spaces & Functionality
• Operations
• Operations support 
• Command and control 
• Analyst wellness and support
• Building systems 
• Other assigned functions

• Command suites
• Conference, VTC
• Admin offices
• Auditorium/Large 

Briefing Rooms
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Spaces & Functionality
• Operations
• Operations support 
• Command and control 
• Analyst wellness and support
• Building systems 
• Other assigned functions
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• Counseling, 
Physician, 
Exam, Rooms

• Showers, 
Lockers

• Fitness area
• Coffee/Break 

areas, healthy 
food options

• Bike storage



• Energy and Water top priority 
• All utilities must be 

considered
• Utility Redundancy

– Concurrent maintainability 
– Multiple paths
 Power 
 Comm.

– Water storage

Case Study:
Energy Security:
Reliability

Energy Security
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Cyber Security

Energy Assurance



• Campus “Island Mode”  
– Smart Micro-grid Control
– Distributed Generation

Case Study:
Energy Security
Resiliency

Energy Assurance



• Diverse Self-Generation
– Diesel
– Natural Gas
– Renewables
 Wind
 Solar Geothermal
 Fuel Cells

Case Study:  
Energy Security
Resiliency

Energy Assurance 



Building Power

• Adaptable and Flexible
– Plug-and-play power
– Bus-ducts
– Flexible rack mount 

PDUs
– Worst case design



Building Power 

Future Trends
– Data Center Information 

Management (DCIM)
 Remote Management 

Capability
 Building Systems 

Integrated Monitoring
 Network and Server 

Equipment Monitoring
 Cable Management
 Live Load CFD

Modeling



Human-centric design

• Challenges related to personnel:
– Intelligence analysts experience health 

issues ranging from stress, depression, 
anxiety, and repetitive motion injuries to 
suicides

– Recruiting and retention competes with 
tech industry

– Transitioning between work and personal 
time generates added stress for in-
garrison missions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Characteristic of ISR facilities is the tendency to have higher security and environments where windows are either nonexistent or blinds are closed most of the day. Additionally, being deployed in-garrison is an extremely stressful way of life for the soldiers, sailors, and airmen conducting these missions. The missions themselves generate stress; leaving the operations centers, analysts go right back to their daily lives – picking up the kids at the daycare, grabbing groceries, etc. – with no real transition. Some have commented they sit in their car and smoke for awhile before heading home to try to get their mind back into their own world.In recent years, intel personnel have experienced higher rates of emotional and health issues, one of the biggest challenges facing these missions today. Other challenges…While the building design itself can’t solve all of these issues, human-centric design can help contribute. 



Human-centric design

• Consider a variety of human 
factors:
– Ergonomics
– Stress management and wellness 

support
– Circadian rhythm disruption
– Focus and alertness 
– Transitions between tasks, different 

work environments
– Focused work vs. collaborative tasks
– Evolving workplace  environments; 

e.g., rejuvenation spaces, “caves and 
commons”, internet café,  benching, 
wifi, cell phone use, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Human-centric design includes consideration of a variety of factors, some of which I already discussed in the context of functional design:Ergonomics – traditional focus, but it’s the “tip of the iceberg”Stress management and wellness supportCircadian rhythmsTransitions between mission operations and support areasFocused work vs. collaborative tasksEvolving workplace  environments; e.g., rejuvenation spaces, “caves and commons”, internet café,  benching, etc.



Human Factors: Ergonomics

• Configurations differ for each person
• Allow for customization, adjustability
• Consider impacts on operations floor 

overall (e.g., standing height 
workstation may obstruct sightlines)

• Consider maintenance access to 
equipment 

• Consider locating servers and CPUs 
away from workstations 

• Determine location of workstation 
equipment and types of equipment 
planned (e.g., thin or fat clients, cloud, 
etc.)
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Human Factors: Acoustics
• Acoustics:

– Design to alleviate noise from 
equipment, including servers 
fans, HVAC

– Avoid high reverberant materials 
in large operations spaces

– Locate large HVAC ducts outside 
rooms to the extent possible

– Engage acoustical consultants to 
integrate noise and sound 
control in design

– Consider workstation 
configurations that allow for 
conversation between coworkers 
(i.e., make sure monitors don’t 
block sound)
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Human Factors: Visual Hygiene

• Track research on illumination related 
to eye strain, alertness, focus

• Use high flicker frequency lighting
• Provide areas with daylighting and 

views (coordinate with security)
• Provide multiple lighting sources to 

provide options for analysts
• Consider glare on work surface and 

monitors
• Minimize patterns, contrast in flooring
• Provide adjustable monitors to avoid 

eye and neck strain
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Human-centric design

• Circadian rhythm disruption 
leads to a variety of health 
concerns – consider 
windows, illumination, 
security, rejuvenation 
spaces

• Consider opportunities to 
provide access to 
daylighting and/or 
illumination systems that 
can trigger circadian 
rhythms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On a broader level, daylighting as well as building illumination systems – or the lack thereof in such facilities due to security and glare issues - can affect circadian rhythms and result in sleep deprivation and other health issues. 



Human-centric design

• Provide discrete access to 
counseling, medical, stress 
management support

• Provide crew/analyst 
support spaces:
– Dedicated crew break areas 
– Provide coffee bar and 

healthy food options
– Provide fitness area, secure 

bike storage, showers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When defining the requirements for next gen ISR facilities, some considerations that have been incorporated in recent facilities include…



C4ISR Summary and Questions 

Striking the right 
balance in the 
competing 
requirements is the 
key to success or 
failure
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Functional, 
Human-
Centric
Design

Energy
Assurance

Planning to 
Future-Proof

Maximum mission 
effectiveness 
happens where key 
design principles 
converge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting with these three principles for success. Well designed ISR facilities provide functional, human-centric design that can evolve as missions and technologies evolve, and provide security and energy assurance. 
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Thank you and Happy 2018 Engineers Week! 
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